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Validity and Credibility Gap,7 in the Johnson Adainistration

Case for Commitment to Vietnam, 1964-1967

The Johnson Administration rationale for commitment to Vietnam was

supported by a series of ever-repeated claims about the nature of the

Vietnam war and the logic of our involvement in it. The tone of certainty

attributed to administration pronouncements caused Arthur Schlesinger to

complain, in 196b, that the Executive Branch, "pass[es] on its own ignorance

to the American people and to the world as certitude.
"1 Utilizing the

theory and terminology of Stephen Toulmin I will, in this essay, contend

that the 1964-1967 Vietnam argumentation was characterized by overstated

claims and undervalued reservations. In so doing, I will state and support

the thesis that the overstated tone of certainty in the administration case

for commitment had a dual effIct--undermining both the rhetorical validitz

and effectiveness of the government argumentation. Simply stated, the

logical "validity gap" precipitated a persuasive "credibility gap" which

affected a segment of the American public.

Toulmin Aethodology: The Probability Attributed to
Argumentative Claims

Stephen Toulmin,s "Layout of Arguments," taken together with his

analysis of. probability in argument:.tion, provides us with a suitable

vehicle for analyzing both the validity and effectiveness of Johnson

Administration efforts to ascribe close to absolute certainty to its

argumentative claims. In his treatise on the Uses of Argument, the English
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logician examined the process by which claims are sup: orted by data (facts

serving as the basis for a claim) and warrants (general authorizing

statements justifying the inductive leap from data to claim). Toulmin's

system of logic included three additional elements: (1) qualifier: a

statement of the certainty attributed to the claim, (2) reservation:

statements of possible exceptions to the warrant and (3) backing: specific

information in support of a warrant.2

Explicit in Toulmin's "L7out" is a distinction "between the 'force'

of terns of logical assessment and the 'grounds' or 'criteria' for their

use."3 In his essay on "Probability," Toulmin confirms the implication of

this distinction. "Just how far we are entitled to commit ourselves tforce

of claim] depends on the strength of the grounds, reasons or evidence at

our disposal."
4

Relating this discussion of probability to the "Layout of

Arguments," Toulh..a explains: "It may not be sufficient, therefore, simply

to specify our data, warrant and claim: we may need to add some explicit

-reference to the degree of force which our data confer on our claim in virtue

of our warrant. In a word, we may have to put in a oualifier."5

In this view, a qualifier is a necessary statement of the certainty

attributed to a claim; the choice of a qualifier is dependent on the

degree of certainty established by the supporting structure of argument- -

data, warrant, reservation and backing. Thus, to be correctly layed out- -

to be valid--there must exist a direct correspondence between qualifier and

support of a claim. If the argumentative sup ?ort does not justify the

probability asserted by a qualifier, two eventualities obtain: (1) the

argumentative statement (qualifier plus claim) loses validity or (2) the

argumentative statement must be rephrased so as to coincide with the
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established level of certainty. Since the reservation is a measure of

possible exceptions to the force of the data-warrant connection, we must

pay particular attention to the 1.r:,sence of reservations in the layout;

for the certainty of claim will be a quantity in roughly inverse proportion

to the degree of expressed reservation.

A brief prototype discussion of Toulntin's layout will serve to

Clarify the necessary relations aw-ng the argumentative elements discussed

above. Consider the fol,,,wing illustration of an argument structured in the

Toulmin mode. Beginning ':ith data (D), an arguer seeks to establish the

merits of a claim (C). In so doing, he must supply an authorizing statement--

warrant 04--to justify the mvement from data to claim. In specifying the

warrant and its support--backing (B)--the persuader _ndicates exceptions to

the warrant, or reservations (R), and thereby signifies the degree to which

the claim ;must 'be qualified (Q). The following diagram illustrates the

process:

(D) France is a nation (e) presumably (C) Its people enjoy a
of Western Europe high standard of

living
Since

(i,)

Western 'European nations --- Unless, (a) France has recently

generally have a high suffered a depression,
standard of living etc.

Because

(B)

Per capita income measures
and Gross National Product
indices reveal this to be
true

In this scheme the reservation (R) is an infrequent (i.e., unlikely)

occurrence and, thus, the qualifier (Q) "presumably" indicates that the

claim (C) is very likely true. The qualifier, then, is a measure of the
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degree of certainty (validity) conferred on the claim by the supporting

structure of the argument. If a warrant had many exceptions (i.e., a great

number of frequently-occurring reservations) then the qualifier should

reflect this fact. One might employ the term "possibly" or "there is a

slight chance" to indicate the lessened probability that the claim is valid.

In this view, qualifiers -light vary from strong to weak as follows:

Weak Strong

possibly probably - - presumably - - - - certainly

Against this backgroundhow may we characterize the claims of the

administration in the years 1964-1967? Are reservations supplied? Are

claims moderated? Simply stated, the rhetoric of Vietnam involvement reveals

a proneness not to include reservations and exhibits a preference for strongly

positive and overstated qualifiers.

Certainty of Claim in the Administration Case for Commitment

The Johnson Administration case for involvement in Vietnam, 1964-

1967, was sup.orted by a remarkably consistolt set of arguments and

assumptions. Through analysis of one hundred rhetorical documents dealing

with the war during this period16 this writer determined that the admin-

istration case could be outlined as follows:

1. Over a twenty-year period, the U.S. has made consistent
and firm commitments to the people of Soutn Vietnam.?

2. The Government of North Vietnam has, during this period,
waged aggression in an attempt to overthrow the Government
of South Vietnam and conquer its people.°

3. Apart from its effect on the people of the South, a
communist takeover would increase the likelihood that

neighboring nations would succumb to communist control.9

These three arguments--the assertion of a firm U.S. commitment, the

"aggression thesis" and the "domino theory"--vere basic to the administration
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case and shared one additional significant attribute: uniformly, they were

stated as indisputable fact. Claims were accompanied by strongly positive

qualifiers and reservations were k.rgely ignored or suppressed.

The prediliction toward strongly stated claims, which characterized

the administration argumentation, flowed logically from the description of

the war as a struggle of right versus wrong. The basic claim that the war

constituted aggression was most emphatically stated (in all cases, emphasis

has been supplied):

Beyond question this aggression was initiated and is directed
by Hanoi.I0

. . . the hard facts and irrefutable evidence . . . lead to one

inescabable conclusion: The Republic of Viet-Nam is the object
of aggression unleashed by its neighbor to the north.11

The record is conclusive. It establishes beyond question that
North Viet-Nam is carrying out a carefully conceived plan of
aggression against the South.12

Statements refuting the notion that the war was a civil conflict ring

equally strong.

There is no evidence that the Viet Cong has any significant
popular following in South Viet-Nan.13

Well, the Viet Cong, we must remember in the first place, is
controlled by Hanoi. There is no question about that, I think.14

These facts make it clear beyond auestion that the war in S9pth
Viet-Nma has few of the attributes of an indigenous revolt.'

The central claim that the war was aggression from the north, then, was

accompanied by strongly positive qualifiers, with reservations either

unstated or expressly refuted. In Toulmints scheme the aggression thesis

would be diagrammed as follows:



(D) North Vietnam is directing
hostilities against
South Vietnam.
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>Sol (Q) certainly (0) South Vietnam
is the victim
of aggression.

Since

(w)

Aggression means the Unless, (R) The war is a civil

directing of
hostiliiies by one
nation against
another.

1

Because

(B)

conflict within the
south; or, South
Vietnam and North
Vietnam are really
one country, etc.

This is the common definition
and is supported by other
examplesManchuria, etc.

In this example, the reservation is expressly refuted by the administration

(i.e., the war is certainly riot a civil conflict, etc.) so that the

qualifier--"certainly"--is a strongly positive one. (A related reservation

to the aggression thesis was also emphatically dismissed. For example, an

official rejected the argument that the south was responsible for precluding

the 1956 elections to reunify Vietnam: "This argument has no merit."16)

The administration claim that the United States was committed to

Vietnam was also seen as incontrovertible (emphasis added):

The United States has a clear and direct commitment to the
security of South Viet-Nam against external attack.17

The commitmentsboth legal and moral - -are so solidly founded

that I cannot se how anyone can rightly argue that we should

renege on them.1°

The qualifiers related to the claim of our commitment--"clearly" and

"solidly"--are strongly affirmative. Further, the claim is buttressed by

two separate data-warrant connections, neither of which has a specified

reservation as presented by administration spokesmen:

8



(D) In 1954, Eisenhower-- ,3o,

wrote Diem to pledge
our support of the
south.

Since
(W)

An offer of aid implies
a commitment to a
government.
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(Q) certainly (C) The United States is
committed to defend
South Vietnam.

Unless (R) The offer was
tentative or limited
to non-military aid,
or made conditional,
etc.

(D) The SEATO treaty So, (Q) certainly (C) The United States is
included protection committed to defend
for South Vietnam. South Vietnam.

Since
(W)

A treaty to protect confers
a responsibility to defend.

Unless (R) The treaty did not
specify unilateral
aid, or South Vietnam
did not ask for
SEATO aid, or the
SEATO treaty allows
an escape clause,
etc.

As before, because such potential reservations as above are not specified

the claims become definitive.

Consider the final example-category of the proclivity to avoid

including reservations. William Bundy, Assistant Secretary of State, made

this presentation of the domino theory as strongly affirmative and without

exception.

In simple terms, a victory for the Communists in South Viet-Nam
would inevitably make the neighboring states more susceptible to
Communist pressure and more vulnerable to intensified subversion
supported by military pressures.19

The claim that the fall of Vietnam would set in notion further losses is

qualified as being "inevitable." The argument would be diagrammed as

follows:

9
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(D) If South Vietnam Then, (Q) inevitably (C) its neighbors would be

were to fall to more likely to fall to

the communists the communists.

Since

(N)

The fall of oni nation
increases the dangers to

its

Because
(B)

This is supported by the
statements of U.S.
officials and past
experiences.

Unless (11) local and specific conditions
caused Vietnam to fall; the

communists would not press

Vietnam's neighbors; local
conditions make Vietnam's
neighbors better able to
contain their communist
elements, etc.

Here is the typical construction of the domino theory. Note that the

reservations to the theory--specified above- -are never present in the

administration argumentation. Thus, again, failure to acknowledge

reservations, or the rejection thereof, loads to strongly reinforced clains.20

The Rhetorical Effect of Exaggerated Claims: Two Hypotheses

In the foregoing discussion, the absence or refutation of apparent

reservations permitted the assertion of high levels of argumentative

certainty. Such assertions were, however, invalid because suppressed

reservations indicated that absolute certainty was unattainable in these

instances. Houover, apart from the decreased validity of the administration

case, the absence of reservations and the concomitant oxaguration of

claims produced a related impact--reduced rhetorical effectiveness. While

it cannot be credibly asserted that the decline in mass public support for

the war accrued from popular perceptions of argumentative invalidity, we

may, nevertheless observe a relationship between argumentative invalidity

and opposition to the war among select elements of the U.S. population--

10
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chiefly liberals, intellectuals and the news media. This connection between

the validity and credibility gaps may be eatablished via an examination of

two hypotheses: (1) vocal war critics emerged when relatively intellectual

elements or the U.S. population perceived a credibility gap--a discrepancy

between administration claims and potential reservations thereto; (2) the

resulting critical commentary on the war centered on this discrepancy.

In a perceptive analysis of rhetorical criticism as applied to political

rhetoric, David Swanson argues that rhetorical critics too often exaggerate

the impact of public address in producing political attitudes and behavior.21

This caveat, notwithstanding, I will utilize the aforesaid two hypotheses

to defend my interpretation that the overstatement of administration claims

had a persuasive impact--on a selected group--apart from the logical

reduction of validity.

Consider the first hypothesis--that vocal critics emerged when

intellectual elements of the population perceived a discrepancy between

administration claims and counter-arguments in the form of potential

reservations to those claims. Support for this hypothesis is to be found

from analyses of the growth of war opposition among the intellectual-

educated subgroup. In a study of six anti-war U.S. Senatcrs, Marie

Rosenwasser argues that one major strategy of Senatorial war critics was to

argue that the administration suppressed war information and engaged in

propagandistic efforts. Stressing the public's right to knaT and traditional

American values of freedom, these critics attacked alleged "semantic

propaganda" concerning American purposes in the war.22 In another war-related

essay, Jess Yoder discusses the attenpt by the Johnson Administration to

cast tho war as a moral crusade. He finds that the clergy did not gonerally

. 11
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accept this viewpoint. Whereas many of the clerical war protesters supported.

World Was II, administration inability to satisfactorP.y explain Vietnam

led to protests.23

A similar article by Howard Martin examined the early war protects of

Michigan academics, describing their "teach -ins" to present counter-

information on the war.24 Several studies of newsreporting indicate a

similar shift of opinion--from war support to opposition--as news reporters

came into close contact with the administration withholding of information

and its handling of the war. Whereas the media generally supported the

early war offort,25 network reporters assigned to Vietnam underwent a

dramatic shift of opinion from hawk to dove and from neutral to dove.26

Finally, in an analysis of public opinion in tho Vietnam warp John Eueller

argues that most of the vocal war opposition came from the "journalistic-

academic complex" and that opposition originated from inability to grasp

administration claims about "the wisdom of an anti-Communist war in

Vietnam. . . ."27 Evidently, then, perceived discrepancies between the

rhetoric and perceived alternative "reality" of the Vietnam war led to the

emergence of war opposition within subgroups of the U.S. population.

The second hypothesis on war opposition held that c Atical

commentary on the war centered on the aforesaid percoption of a validity-

credibility gap between stated achninistration claims and suppressed

reservations. For example, critics sought to develop discrepant information

to suggest that the aggression thesis was not "beyond question." The

argument that the Vietnam uar was a simple case of North Vietnamese aggression

was refuted largely through efforts to express reservations to the warrant:

"aggression means the directing of hostilities by one nation against

another." (see Toulmin diagram, p. 6) Reservations to this warrant were

12
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several. First, critics maintained that the 1954 Geneva Accords did not

sanction a division of Vietnam into two separate states. Thus, the war was

a civil conflict among the people of an artificially-divided country.28

Secondly, vocal critics argued that the Saigon government--not Hanoi--had

subverted the 1956 elections which had been provided to reunify the two

zones of Vietnam. 29 A related reservation by the critics was against the

administration interpretation that the North Vietnamese had frequently

violated the Geneva accords. Critics argued that the United States and

South Vietnam had also frequently been cited for violations.30 Finally,

to the argument that the war was simply aggression from the north, critics

argued that the fighting resumed partly because of (1) Saigon's refusal

to hold the scheduled 1956 elections,31 and (2) South Vietnamese Prime

Minister Ngo Dinh Diem's repressive measures.
32

In addition to specifying reservations to the aggression thesis,

vocal war critics similarly cited exceptions to the two major administration

warrants concerning the indisputability of the U.S. commitment to defend

South Vietnam: (1) the 1954 Eisenhower-Diem letter and (2) the SEATO treaty.

Vis-a-vis the Eisenhower "commitment," critics alleged that the letter

offered Vietnam only economic assistance--and that Eisenhower even made

this limited aid conditional upon governmental reforms in Saigen.33 "Where

in this tentative, highly conditional opening of negotiations and statements

of hope is the 'commitment,' the 'obligation,' the pledging of our werd?"34

Similarly, the SEATO treaty eas said to be invalid as a reeuirement of U.S.

intervention. "In short," concluded Arthur Schlesinger, "the Secretary of

State's position that SEATO commits the United States to a military

intervention can only be regarded as an exercise in historical and legal

distortion."35

13
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We have already observed that a third major element in the administration

case for commitment became the assertion that the Vietnam was had wider

implications than just for the people of the muththat failure to contain

communisa in Vietnam would lead to a spread of communist contagion. Often

labeled "the domino theory" this administration strain of thought was also

a target for reservations attached by critics. The domino theory rested

somewhat on the assumption that China was a hidden enemy in Vietnamand

36
this postualte vas attacked. If, then, the notion of the Chinese threat

was debunked, it was logical for Vietnam critics to challenge the domino

theory explicitely. The theory was termed a "military myth" based more on

"rhetorical extravagance" than fact.37 The Burmese Secretary General of the

United Nations, U Thant, pointed to the fact that Burmawhich shared a 1000 -

.mile border with China- -had somehow been able to resist its communist rebels

without U.S. troops or major aid.38 Calling the theory "simplistic," George

Kahin insisted that Southeast Asian nations would not "automatically collapse

if the Communists were to control all of Viet-Nam." He continued, affirming

that, "So long as Southeast Asian governments are in harmony with their

nation's nationalise, so long as they are wise enough to meet the most

pressing economic and social danands of their people, they are not likely to

succumb to communism."39

Claims and Reservations in Retrospect

It seems clear that the criticismof the war by more educated

elements of the U.S. population centered on perceived discrepancies between

the claims in and reservations to the administrrtion case for commitment.

Vocal protest arose from a perception that the administration engaged in

overstated "propaganda," and critical commentary became largely an effort

14
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to identify and publicize suppressed reservations to the administration case.

It is difficult to infer the extent to which the overstatement of

administration argumentation contributed to the decline in mass public support

for the war. Mtellerls analysis of opinion polls relative to both the

Korean and Vietnam wars does not t end to support a thesis that rhetorical

invalidity in the administration case was the major factor in decline in

40
support for the war. Nevertheless, flteller and other sources, cited herein,

support the thesis that the rhetorical invalidity of overstated administration

claims led to vocal war opposition in the relatively more intellectual

element of the U.S. population -- academicians and journalists, in particular.

Thus, it appears that a sienificant "validity gap" resulted from

rhetorical juxtapositions of overstated Executive Branch claims and

undervalued reservations. Translated into a "credibility gap," this

discrepancy became the source and sword of vocal mar criticism. As a former

Kennedy-Johnson State Department official- -Roger 1111sman--has suggested,

"The need for wide support sometimes leads to overselling a policy

proposal in the sense of claiming too much for it . . . . For President

johnsonts policy of escalation in Vietnam, it was devastating .u41

15
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